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Abstract
The font size effect is a metamemory illusion in which larger-font items produce higher 
judgments of learning (JOLs) but not better memory, relative to smaller-font items. We 
conducted meta-analyses to determine what is currently known about how font size affects 
JOLs and memory accuracy. In addition, we implemented both univariate and multivariate 
meta-regressions to isolate the moderators of JOL effects and memory effects. The results 
revealed a small-to-moderate effect of font size on JOLs. There was also a small but sig-
nificant effect of font size on memory. This suggests that JOLs and memory accuracy both 
increase with font size, rather than being completely dissociated. Moreover, JOL-memory 
dissociation only occurred when font size ranged between very small and intermediate. 
Our working explanation is that the memory effects of font size are tied to (dis)fluency, 
but its JOL effects are not. Some boundary conditions were identified for font size effects 
on both JOLs and memory. Specifically, larger font sizes only reliably increased both JOLs 
and memory accuracy (a) when font sizes ranged from intermediate to very large, (b) when 
study materials were unrelated word lists, (c) when JOLs were solicited immediately after 
encoding, and (d) when study time was relatively brief.
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Judgments of learning (JOLs) are commonly used metamemory measures that ask people 
to predict their future memory performance for currently encoded items. Such judgments 
can provide important guidance for study time allocation and for subjective regulation 
of learning strategies (Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011; Kornell & Bjork, 2008). However, JOLs 
and actual memory performance have been found to react differently or even in opposite 
ways to certain manipulations, suggesting that JOLs are prone to illusions and biases (e.g., 
Besken & Mulligan, 2013; Rhodes & Castel, 2008). The font size effect is one of the most 
studied phenomena of this sort. This effect was first studied by Rhodes and Castel (2008), 
who collected JOLs for words presented in either 18 pt. or 48 pt., followed by free recall 
tests. They reported an effect in which average JOLs were higher for words presented in 
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48 pt. than in 18 pt., but recall did not differ between the two sizes. Moreover, the font size 
effect proved robust even when participants were given warnings about the nature of the 
illusion or with the availability of more effective memory cues such as semantic relations 
between words. Subsequently, the font size effect has been replicated in numerous experi-
ments (e.g., Blake & Castel, 2018; Bröder & Undorf, 2019; Hu et al., 2015; Kornell et al., 
2011; Luna, Nogueira, & Albuquerque, 2019b; Mcdonough & Gallo, 2012; Mueller et al., 
2014; Price & Harrison, 2017; Su et al., 2018; Susser et al., 2013; Tatz & Peynircioğlu, 
2020; Tatz et al., 2020; Undorf et al., 2018).

Research on the font size effect has been motivated by some enduring theoretical and 
empirical questions. Theoretically, this effect offers a valuable opportunity to shed light on 
the underlying mechanisms of JOLs. According to Koriat’s (1997) cue-utilization framework, 
JOLs are controlled by cues that are likely to be informative about future memory perfor-
mance, rather than by a direct evaluation of the strength of memory traces. Thus, manipula-
tions that create JOL-memory dissociation reveal important information about people’s incor-
rect metacognitive beliefs and biases in the uses of cues. On the empirical side, the finding 
that font size affects metacognitive judgments but not memory accuracy is pertinent to one of 
the most wide-spread typographical practices in education and advertising—namely, high-
lighting particularly important information by selectively enlarging its visual presentation.

In this article, we will present meta-analyses for the accumulated data on the font size 
effect. For theoretical background, we first discuss the ongoing uncertainty about the con-
tributions of fluency and of belief to the font size effect on JOLs. Then, we address an 
emerging controversy about whether font size solely affects JOLs, or whether it also influ-
ences memory accuracy, as some recent evidence suggests. Next, we outline the potential 
moderators that figure in our moderator analyses and explain how our analyses elaborate 
on prior articles in this line of research. Finally, we present our meta-analyses for the font 
size effect on JOLs and on memory and discuss the implications of the results.

Are the JOL effects of font size driven by fluency or beliefs?

Although the effects of font size on JOLs were well replicated, the underlying mechanism 
for such effects is still unclear. A number of experimental results support that processing 
fluency plays a causal role in the font size effect on JOLs, that is, larger-font items are rated 
with higher JOLs because they are processed more fluently (Rhodes & Castel, 2008; Susser 
et al., 2013; Undorf et al., 2017; Wang, Qu, & Zhang, 2020a; Wang, Yang, et al., 2020b; 
Yang et al., 2018). Processing fluency refers to the level of subjective ease that people feel 
as they encode an item, which is traditionally regarded as a perceptual phenomenon that 
accrues from prior integration of items’ surface features (Jacoby, 1991; Mandler, 1980). 
In that connection, Yang et al. (2018; Experiment 1) and Wang et al. (2020b; Experiment 
4) used reaction time in continuous identification as a direct measure of processing flu-
ency. Consistent with the notion of size-driven increases in fluency, mean reaction times 
in a continuous identification task were faster for larger than for smaller words. This reac-
tion time difference then proved to mediate the font size effect on JOLs, thereby supplying 
rather strong support for the fluency hypothesis.

However, Mueller et al. (2014) reported that there was no difference in fluency between 
larger and smaller words when fluency was measured via either reaction times in lexi-
cal decision tasks or self-paced study time, which argues against the fluency hypothesis. 
Consistent with Mueller et  al.’s conclusion, Su et  al. (2018; Experiment 2a) measured 
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processing fluency with self-paced study time and found that it did not moderate the effect 
of font size on JOLs. Nevertheless, Yang et al. (2018, 2021) argued that lexical decision 
tasks and self-paced study time may be neither sensitive nor valid measures of process-
ing fluency. For example, evidence has suggested that lexical decision reaction time is not 
a clean measure of perceptual processes because it also depends heavily on conceptual 
processing (Chumbley & Balota, 1984). Moreover, treating lexical decision time and self-
paced study time as measures of perceptual fluency overlooks the fact that these two meas-
ures have been found to be dissociated from each other (Witherby & Tauber, 2017).

Still, other findings are congruent with an alternative hypothesis that metacognitive 
beliefs are responsible for JOLs being higher for larger words than for smaller ones (Blake 
& Castel, 2018; Hu et al., 2015; Luna, Nogueira, & Albuquerque, 2019b; Mueller et al., 
2014; Su et al., 2018). Hu et al. (2015; Experiment 2) collected data on participants’ meta-
cognitive beliefs about font size by asking them to predict the memorability of larger and 
of smaller words in advance of a metamemory experiment. Next, JOL and memory data 
were collected in a typical JOL-memory experiment with a font size manipulation. They 
reported that the larger-smaller JOL difference was predicted by the larger-smaller differ-
ence in pre-experimental predictions, pointing to preexisting beliefs as the basis for the 
effects of font size on JOLs. Similarly, Su et al. (2018; Experiment 2a) measured beliefs 
about font size prior to metamemory experiments, and they reported that pre-existing 
beliefs moderated the effects of font size on JOLs.

To sum up, although some studies suggest that the font size effect on JOLs is primar-
ily driven by fluency differences between larger and smaller fonts, these results are still 
clouded by the lack of standardized fluency measures in the literature. Yet, other studies 
suggest the font size effect is dominated by metacognitive beliefs about the benefits of 
larger fonts.

Does font size affect memory?

Although the modal finding in the font size research has been that larger words pro-
duce higher JOLs but not better memory, Luna et  al.’s (2018) meta-analysis of 28 font 
size experiments showed that memory was slightly better overall for larger words than for 
smaller words (g = .08), even though such a memory benefit did not reach statistical signifi-
cance in any individual study. Meanwhile, Halamish (2018) presented words in three font 
sizes (5 pt., 18 pt., 48 pt) in a set of 12 experiments and conducted a mini meta-analysis, 
which provided evidence that memory was more accurate for 48-pt words and 5-pt words 
than for 18-pt words.

Undorf and Zimdahl (2019) expanded Halamish’s (2018) design and administered a 
wide range of font sizes in their experiments. In their Experiment 1, they used 48 font 
sizes, ranging from 6 pt. to 500 pt., which were classified into three categories: very small, 
intermediate, and very large. This classification was based on the fluent range of print size 
(Legge & Bigelow, 2011). According to Legge and Bigelow’s review, the fluent range is 
defined as the print size range with maximum reading fluency, which extends from an 
angular size of 0.2° to 2.0°. Accordingly, the fluent range for words viewed at a distance 
of 85 cm is approximately 17–161 pt. (Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019). Between 17 and 161 pt., 
fluency should be the highest and remain relatively stable, whereas below 17 pt., fluency 
should increase as font size increases, and above 161  pt. it should decrease as font size 
increases. Consistent with that, Undorf and Zimdahl reported that the processing fluency 
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was lower for very small (≤ 17 pt) and very large (≥ 161 pt) font sizes than for intermedi-
ate (17–161 pt) font sizes. Similar to Luna et al. (2018) and Halamish (2018), they reported 
that memory increased with font size, but to a much smaller extent than JOLs did. More 
importantly, although JOLs increased monotonically with font size, memory was overall 
better for very small and very large fonts than for intermediate ones. In the other three 
experiments, Undorf and Zimdahl detected the similar patterns using four different font 
sizes (9 pt., 29 pt., 93 pt., 294 pt).

In summary, recent evidence has challenged the classic finding that font size affects only 
JOLs but not memory, which in turn challenges the conventional view that the font size 
effect is merely a metacognitive illusion. Rather than dissociating memory from JOLs, it 
seems that memory may just be less sensitive to variations in the size of encoded words 
than JOLs are. Moreover, the nature of the size-memory relation seems to be more com-
plex (nonmonotonic) than the nature of the size-JOL relation.

Potential moderators that affect the size‑JOL and size‑memory 
relations

To understand the causes of the font size effect, it is necessary to manipulate variables 
that may moderate it. The literature on potential moderators was examined in prior meta-
analyses by Luna et al. (2018) and Halamish (2018). To facilitate comparisons between the 
current meta-analysis and previous ones, we included all the variables discussed in Luna 
et al.’s and Halamish’s meta-analyses (font size comparison, JOL type, test format, study 
time) plus additional variables for which data have recently become available (stimulus 
type, belief instruction, experimental context, experimental design, publication bias). We 
define each moderator variable below and briefly sketch its theoretical or empirical back-
ground. Later, in the Method section, we discuss in more detail how each variable was 
coded for the current meta-analyses.

Font size comparison

Rhodes and Castel (2008) used 18  pt. versus 48  pt. in the initial font size experiments, 
and hence, many studies have implemented the same comparison. However, many other 
font size comparisons have been administered, too. Halamish (2018) is the only study that 
examined font size comparison as a moderator of the font size effect, but her study was 
limited to 5-pt versus 18-pt versus 48-pt fonts. In the current meta-analyses, we include a 
much broader range of font size comparisons, which were classified into three categories 
based on the fluent range of print size (17–161  pt.; Legge & Bigelow, 2011; Undorf & 
Zimdahl, 2019): (a) one intermediate font size (17–161 pt) compared with a very small font 
size (≤ 17 pt), where the intermediate font size is processed more fluently than the very 
small font size, (b) two font sizes within the intermediate range compared with each other, 
which are processed with comparable fluency, and (c) a very large font size (≥ 161  pt) 
compared with an intermediate font size, where the very large font size is processed less 
fluently than the intermediate font size (see Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration). By linking 
font size comparison to the fluent range of print size, we were able to examine the contri-
bution of fluency to the font size effect.
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JOL type

One of the most robust findings in the JOL literature is that delayed JOLs are better predic-
tors of memory performance than immediate JOLs (Rhodes & Tauber, 2011). Therefore, 
it is possible that the dissociation between JOLs and memory induced by font size may be 
confined to immediate JOLs. Luna et  al. (2018) tested this hypothesis and reported that 
the effects of font size on JOLs were significantly larger with immediate than with delayed 
JOLs, whereas the memory effects of font size did not vary with the JOL type.

In addition, some font size experiments administered no JOL tasks during encoding (e.g., 
Bodner et al, 2020; Taikh & Bodner, 2016). Halamish (2018) compared the memory effects 
of font size when JOLs were solicited versus not solicited. She found that the memory 
advantages of 5 pt. and 48 pt. relative to 18 pt. were only significant in the no-JOL condi-
tion. Further, 48-pt words were easier to remember than 5-pt words when JOLs were solic-
ited, but the opposite was true in the no-JOL condition. Accordingly, Halamish speculated 
that the memory advantage of very small fonts may only occur without the solicitation of 
JOLs. To sum up, the font size effect may be affected by whether immediate, delayed or no 
JOLs are administered.

Test format

Prior research has demonstrated that recognition is typically more sensitive to manipula-
tions of perceptual characteristics (e.g., visual interference and blurring) than free recall 
(Hirshman & Mulligan, 1991; Rosner et al., 2015). As font size is a perceptual characteris-
tic, its effect may also depend on test format, too. In that connection, Halamish (2018) used 
free recall in five of her 12 experiments and recognition in the other seven. She found that 
test format did not significantly moderate the effect of font size on either JOLs or memory. 
However, Luna et al.’s moderator analysis revealed that the tendency of font size to affect 
memory performance was significant in free recall but not in cued recall, although the dif-
ference between the two test formats did not reach statistical significance. In brief, cur-
rently there is no evidence that the effect of font size differs for free recall versus recogni-
tion, but there is weak evidence that it may differ for free versus cued recall. The richer 

17 161

Font size (pt)

Intermediate

(fluent range)

Very large

(less fluent)

Very small

(less fluent)

Within intermediate range

(e.g., 48 pt versus 18 pt)

Intermediate versus very small

(e.g., 70 pt versus 9 pt)

Very large versus intermediate

(e.g., 250 pt vs. 18 pt)
Font size
comparison

Font size
classification

Fig. 1  Graphic illustration of font size comparisons classified based on the fluent range of print size (Legge 
& Bigelow, 2011; Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019)
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data contained in the current analysis will help to determine whether the prior patterns are 
due to low statistical power or statistical aberration.

Study time

The amount of time that is provided to encode items has been shown to modify the effects 
of perceptual manipulations. For instance, Yue et  al. (2013) reported that memory for 
clear words was better than for blurred words at 2 s study times but not at 5 s. In addition, 
Geller (2017) found that cursive words were recalled better than normally-printed words 
at 2 s study times but not at 500 ms. Therefore, Halamish hypothesized that study time 
would moderate effects of font size in the same manner as other perceptual manipula-
tions. However, her results show the opposite: Study time did not influence how font size 
affects either JOLs or memory accuracy. Nevertheless, it should be noted that Halamish 
only examined study times of 0.5 s versus 5 s, whereas most font size experiments have 
used study time ranging from 2 s to 5 s. Therefore, it remains uncertain whether the con-
clusion would be the same with those more commonly used study times.

Stimulus type

Although stimulus type has not been systematically investigated in font size experiments, 
several studies that used word pair or sentence stimuli have found smaller or even null 
effects of font size on JOLs, relative to canonical word list studies (e.g., Ball et al., 2014; 
Double, 2019; Luna, Albuquerque, & Martín-Luengo, 2019a; Price & Harrison, 2017). It 
is worth noting that the number of cues on which JOLs can be based increases as the com-
plexity of the target items increases. For instance, word pairs and sentences provide more 
cues than single words. Moreover, participants may emphasize different types of cues when 
processing different stimulus types, such that they focus more on item-specific cues with 
word lists and relational cues with word pairs and sentences. Therefore, it is essential to 
examine whether stimulus type, which is associated with different numbers and types of 
cues, influences the font size effect. Moreover, it is noteworthy that test format is often 
confounded with stimulus type, such that single-word lists are usually followed by free 
recall tests, whereas word pairs are usually followed by cued recall. Accordingly, examin-
ing stimulus type as a moderator can potentially resolve uncertainties in the findings about 
test format.

Belief instruction

As fluency versus belief is an important point of theoretical contention in JOL research, 
we saw that some investigators have studied people’s beliefs about font size. Their results 
showed that people believe that items presented in larger fonts are more fluently processed 
and easier to remember (Hu et al., 2015; Kornell et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2014; Su et al., 
2018). In light of such findings, subsequent studies have implemented explicit instructions 
that manipulate people’s beliefs. When participants were given instructions that reinforced 
the belief that larger fonts are more fluent or more memorable, the typical font size effect 
on JOLs was detected. However, when the opposite instructions were given, such that 
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smaller fonts are more fluent or more memorable, this effect was sometimes reduced or 
even eliminated (Blake, 2018; Blake & Castel, 2018; Chen et al., 2019; Wang, Yang, et al., 
2020b). These findings seem to tie the font size effect directly to people’s beliefs, and the 
current meta-analysis provides the first systematic examination of these findings.

Experimental design

In most studies, font size was manipulated within subjects. In a few studies, however, 
font size was manipulated between subjects (e.g., Peynircioğlu & Tatz, 2019; Susser 
et al., 2013). According to the cue-utilization framework (Koriat, 1997), JOLs are infer-
ential in nature, and hence, people rely heavily on variability in the perceived memo-
rability of different items to make such judgments. In that regard, as JOLs may depend 
on certain comparative processes participants engage in, a natural hypothesis is that the 
font size effect should be more robust in within-subject designs than in between-subject 
designs, which we tested in the current analysis.

Experimental context

Font size experiments have been conducted in traditional laboratory settings and also 
in more informal online settings. First, in laboratory settings, the actual font sizes of 
study materials were under rigorous experimental control. However, in online settings, 
although the larger-to-smaller ratio was always controlled, items’ actual sizes would 
depend on the sizes of participants’ monitors and their browser settings. The latter fact 
means that there is an additional source of noise in online studies, compared to labo-
ratory studies. Second, as the online setting became more prevalent during the Covid 
19 pandemic, it seemed important to investigate whether laboratory and online studies 
yielded the same empirical patterns.

Publication status

To avoid publication bias, it has been recommended that unpublished papers, the so-
called “gray literature,” should be included in meta-analyses (Rhodes & Tauber, 2011; 
Rothstein et  al., 2006), although this practice is not without criticism (Cook et  al., 
1993; Schmucker et al., 2017). In the present case, we have included unpublished the-
ses or dissertations and preprints in addition to published journal articles. Therefore, 
we included publication status as a potential moderator to examine whether any of our 
conclusions would change as a function of whether data have been published pursuant 
to peer review.

The current meta‑analyses

The objective of the following meta-analyses is to provide a comprehensive quantita-
tive summary of the accumulated literature on the font size effect. We sought to identify 
moderator variables that would resolve current uncertainties in the literature, that would 
provide differential evidence on extant theoretical accounts of font size effects, and that 
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would provide some clear directions for future research. The present meta-analyses went 
beyond the earlier ones by Halamish (2018) and Luna et al. (2018) in three important 
ways. First, we covered a much larger number of studies. Halamish conducted a mini 
meta-analysis of her own 12 experiments, and Luna et al. (2018) covered data from 28 
experiments. The current meta-analyses included more than twice as many studies as 
those two prior reviews. Specifically, we included 93 experiments in the meta-analysis 
of JOLs and 103 experiments in the meta-analysis of memory accuracy.

The second distinctive feature of our meta-analyses is that we analyzed a larger and 
more sophisticated set of moderators. As mentioned, prior meta-analyses have examined 
potential moderators including font size comparison, test format, study time, and JOL type. 
We re-examined all these variables with a larger database. Here, it is worth noting that we 
linked font size comparisons with the fluent range of print size (Legge & Bigelow, 2011; 
Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019), which provided a means of evaluating the fluency hypothesis, 
and we have included more commonly used study times in the font size literature, which 
allowed us to re-examine the moderating effect of study time. Further, we were able to 
include more potential moderators, such as stimulus type, belief instruction, experimen-
tal design, experimental context, and publication status. The stimulus type, experimental 
design, and belief instruction variables are of particular interest: The former two are poten-
tial boundary conditions for the font size effect that have not been systematically examined, 
and the latter one allowed us to directly test the belief hypothesis.

The third distinctive feature of our meta-analyses is that we implemented both univari-
ate and multivariate approaches in our moderator analyses. Both of the prior meta-analyses 
were restricted to univariate moderator analyses. The advantage of additional multivariate 
analyses is that we can examine each moderator’s effect while controlling for the effects of 
other moderators. This allows us to simultaneously evaluate the relations among multiple 
moderators and identify the ones with the strongest effects (Black et al., 2016). Although 
such an approach has been recommended by various researchers (Harrer et  al., 2019; 
Thompson & Higgins, 2002; Tipton et al., 2019), it is far from common practice in the lit-
erature, and for that reason, we also conducted a traditional univariate analysis.

Method

Experiment selection

The current meta-analyses included studies in which font size was manipulated, and either 
JOLs or memory tests or both were administered. Because Rhodes and Castel (2008) was 
the first study to investigate the font size effect, we began our literature search by identify-
ing articles that cited this paper in both Google Scholar and Web of Science. We refined 
our search using the keyword “font size.” We also conducted additional searches by retriev-
ing relevant articles from the identified articles’ reference lists. The step-by-step procedure 
is depicted in Fig. 2.

To be eligible for our meta-analyses, an experiment had to meet three criteria: (a) the 
font size of study materials had been manipulated; (b) either JOL tasks or memory tests 
or both had been administered; and (c) sufficient data had been reported to calculate effect 
sizes. If an experiment did not meet the last criterion, we contacted the authors to request 
the necessary data. When that was failed, we either removed the experiments or estimated 
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the effect sizes using conservative methods based on the partial data reported (see Appen-
dix for more details).

In the end, we included a total of 115 effect sizes from 93 experiments in the first meta-
analysis of font size effects on JOLs. Next, we included a total of 132 effect sizes from 103 
experiments in the second meta-analysis, for font size effects on memory. The effect sizes 
and the main methodological details for all the studies included in the meta-analyses can be 
found in the Supplementary Materials.

Statistical procedures

All analyses were conducted using the “metafor” packages in R (Viechtbauer, 2010). We 
followed the meta-analytic procedure recommended by Harrer et al. (2019). First, we cal-
culated the effect sizes of all experiments using Hedges’s g (Hedges, 1981). Second, we 
pooled the effect sizes using a random-effects model. Next, we checked the between-study 
heterogeneity to identify and examine outliers and influential cases. Then, we reran the 
random-effects model with influential outliers removed. After that, we used a mixed-effects 
model to conduct both univariate and multivariate meta-regressions for the potential mod-
erators described above. Finally, we conducted publication bias analyses.

Effect size calculation

For experiments included in Luna et al.’s (2018) and Halamish’s (2018) meta-analyses, we 
used the Hedges’s g values reported in those papers. For all the remaining experiments, 
we first calculated Cohen’s d (Cumming, 2013; Ellis, 2010; Goulet-Pelletier & Cousineau, 
2018) and then converted it to Hedges’s g (Hedges, 1981). The formulas we used to calcu-
late Cohen’s d and Hedges’s g, as well as the other statistical details in the effect size calcu-
lations, have been relegated to the Appendix.

252 records identified

from Google Scholar

34 records identified

fromWeb of Science

1 record identified from

reference list

42 full texts assessed for eligibility

(144 independent experiments in total)

254 titles and abstracts screened after duplicates removed

212 records excluded

104 experiments from 40 articles selected for meta-analysis

40 experiments were excluded:

- Did not manipulate font size (N = 28)

- Did not report sufficient data for effect size estimation (N = 4)

- Neither JOL nor memory test was administered (N = 6)

- Substantial methodological deviation (N = 2)

Fig. 2  Flow chart for the experiment selection procedure
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Identification of outliers and influential cases

We followed Viechtbauer and Cheung’s (2010) recommendations in identifying outliers 
and influential cases. The specific statistical criteria we implemented can be found in the 
Appendix. Meta-analyses were conducted with and without influential outliers, but subse-
quent moderator analyses were conducted with outlier-free data.

Coding of potential moderator variables

Font size comparison Using Undorf and Zimdahl’s (2019) classification of font sizes, 
we classified font sizes ≤17 pt. as very small, font sizes between 17 pt. and 161 pt. as 
intermediate, and font sizes ≥161 pt. as very large.1 Accordingly, we coded font size 
comparison as a categorical variable with three levels: very small versus intermediate, 
within intermediate range, and intermediate versus very large (see Fig. 1).

JOL type In the meta-analysis for JOLs, we coded JOL type as a categorical variable 
with two levels: immediate JOL and delayed JOL. In the meta-analysis for memory per-
formance, we coded JOL type as a categorical variable with four levels: immediate JOL, 
delayed JOL, pre-study JOL and no JOL. Pre-study JOL corresponds to Mueller et  al. 
(2014; Experiment 4), in which JOLs were administered before each item with a prompt 
indicating the item would be presented in larger or smaller font. We did not include this 
study in the meta-analysis for JOLs, as we think pre-study JOL is conceptually not compa-
rable to either immediate or delayed JOLs.

Test format Test format was coded as a categorical variable with four levels: free recall, 
cued recall, recognition, and other. Free recall is the most commonly used test format since 
Rhodes and Castel (2008), followed by cued recall and then recognition. One exception is 
that Mcdonough and Gallo (2012; Experiment 3) used a criterion recollection test and a two-
forced-alternative-choice (2AFC) test, which was not comparable to any other studies. There-
fore, we did not include memory data from this experiment in the meta-analysis for memory, 
and we grouped this experiment under the level “other” in the meta-analysis for JOLs.

Study time The variable study time was coded as a categorical variable with eight levels: 
.5 s, 2 s, 3 s, 4 s, 5 s, 8 s, self-paced, and other. The level of “other” corresponds to Luna 
et al. (2019a; Experiment 2 & 3), who presented related or unrelated sentences at 400 ms/
word, so that the presentation time was not uniform across all items.

1 For studies that administered more than two font sizes, we only included data for two font sizes in our anal-
yses. In this case, we selected two font sizes that crossed the boundaries of the fluent range (17 pt., 161 pt) 
whenever possible, and we selected font sizes that are as comparable to other studies as possible. Here, 
we should acknowledge that the 17–161 pt. fluent range was established with a fixed viewing distance of 
85 cm (Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019), whereas viewing distance was not standardized across studies. However, 
this should not threaten the validity of our classification for two reasons. First, Undorf and Zimdahl (2019; 
Experiment 2) found a similar U-shaped relation between lexical decision times and font sizes with and with-
out chin-rests, suggesting that the quadratic font size-fluency relation remains robust even when viewing dis-
tance is not fixed. Second, most of the font sizes included in our meta-analyses fall intuitively into a certain 
category as they are far from the upper and lower limits of the fluent range (see Supplementary Materials for 
more details). Still, some font sizes fall near the boundaries of the fluent range, such as 18 pt. and 160 pt. In 
the former case, Undorf et al. (2017) demonstrated that 18 pt. and 48 pt. belong to the fluent range even when 
viewing distance varies between 25 and 95 cm. In the latter case, we grouped such font sizes under both cat-
egories across the boundary (e.g., either intermediate or very large), and we found no change in the results.
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Stimulus type The variable stimulus type was coded as a categorical variable with six lev-
els: unrelated word list, related word pairs, unrelated word pairs, mixed word pairs (includ-
ing both related and unrelated pairs), related sentences, and unrelated sentences.

Belief instruction We coded belief instruction as a categorical variable with three lev-
els: (a) congruent, in which participants were given instructions that were consistent 
with their natural beliefs that larger items are more fluent or easier to remember; (b) 
incongruent, in which participants were given instructions that were opposite to their 
natural beliefs; and (c) control, in which participants were given no instructions about 
font sizes.

Experimental design The experimental design variable was coded as a categorical vari-
able with two levels: between-subject and within-subject.

Experimental context The experimental context variable was coded as a categorical vari-
able with two levels: laboratory and online.

Publication status Publication status was coded as a categorical variable with two levels: 
published and unpublished.

Univariate and multivariate meta-regressions

We first followed the traditional univariate approach of examining one moderator at a 
time. For each moderator, we ran a mixed-effects meta-regression. Next, we proceeded to 
the multivariate meta-regressions. Although the multivariate approach has obvious ben-
efits, it poses certain validity threats, such as over-fitting and multicollinearity (Berlin & 
Antman, 1992; Harrer et al., 2019; Higgins & Thompson, 2004). To avoid the over-fitting 
problem, we minimized the number of predictor variables by only including moderators 
that were statistically significant in the univariate meta-regressions (Black et  al., 2016; 
Harrer et  al., 2019). As for the multicollinearity problem, given that there is no gold-
standard method of diagnosing multicollinearity with categorical variables, we consid-
ered multiple sources of information, including the generalized variance inflation factor 
(GVIF; Fox & Monette, 1992), χ2 tests of independence, and the sensitivity of the model 
coefficients to specific moderator variables. Variables that met the following criteria were 
inspected and removed when necessary: (a) GVIF >10; (b) correlated with multiple other 
moderators in the χ2 tests; and (c) produced substantial changes in model coefficients 
when removed.

Examination of publication Bias

Publication bias, also called the “file-drawer” problem, is the hypothesis that studies 
that report larger effect sizes or achieved statistical significance are more likely to be 
published than those reporting smaller effect sizes or failing to achieve statistical sig-
nificance (Rothstein et al., 2006). According to this hypothesis, published studies may 
not be representative of all studies on a target topic. Fortunately, diagnostic analyses for 
publication bias have been developed, such as the funnel plot and Egger’s regression 
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test of funnel plot asymmetry.2 Our aim of the publication bias analyses is to determine 
whether the font size studies included in our meta-analyses are representative of the 
literature on this topic. Thus, we included both published and unpublished studies in 
the publication bias analyses and applied the aforementioned diagnostic methods to the 
data.

Results

For both JOLs and memory performance, we first report the meta-analysis of all studies to 
examine whether the pooled effect sizes for font size were significantly different from zero. 
Then, we investigate the effects of the potential moderators with both univariate and multi-
variate meta-regressions. Last, we report the diagnostic results for publication bias.

Meta‑analysis for JOLs

An effect size from Soderstrom (2012) was identified as an influential outlier and was 
excluded from the analysis. The meta-analysis for JOLs revealed a small-to-moderate effect 
of font size, g = .38, SE = .02, 95% CI = [.33, .43], p < .001. As shown in Fig. 3, items pre-
sented in larger fonts received higher JOL ratings than items presented in smaller fonts. In 
addition, there was relatively large heterogeneity in the sample, Q(113) = 392.56, p < .001, 
prediction interval [−.01, .77]. This means that there was substantial variability in the 
effects of font size on JOLs among the included studies. We also conducted the meta-anal-
ysis with the outlier retained, and the results were virtually identical to those results with 
outlier removed, g = .39, SE = .03, 95% CI = [.34, .44], p < .001.

Moderator analyses for JOLs

Univariate meta-regression

A summary of the moderator analyses is displayed in Table 1, with data columns 1–6 spec-
ifying the number of effect sizes in each level of the moderator (k), the mean weighted 
effect size (g), the standard error (SE), the 95% confidence interval, and the between-group 
heterogeneity statistics (QBU), which indicate whether there is a significant difference 
among the levels of the categorical variable.

First, across the three types of font size comparisons, larger-font items were always 
given higher JOL ratings than smaller-font items, as the gs were all positive and significant. 
In addition, the effect size was significantly larger for the comparison between very large 
and intermediate fonts (g = .64, p < .001) than for the comparison between intermediate and 

2 A funnel plot is a scatter plot with effect size estimates of individual studies plotted on the abscissa and 
some measure of size or precision (typically standard error) for the corresponding studies plotted on the 
ordinate (Sterne et al., 2011). Studies with larger standard errors are placed at the bottom of the ordinate 
and those with smaller standard errors are placed in the top. If there is no publication bias, studies with 
larger effect sizes should be less dispersed compared to studies with smaller effect sizes, making the dis-
tribution look like a symmetrical funnel. In addition, we have also created contour-enhanced funnel plots, 
which takes statistical significance into consideration (Peters et al., 2008). Apart from visual inspection, the 
asymmetry of funnel plots can be statistically evaluated with the Egger’s test (Egger et al., 1997).
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RE Model for all studies
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Fig. 3  Forest plot with 
effect sizes and 95% con-
fidence intervals for the 
comparison between larger 
and smaller fonts in JOLs. 
Positive effect sizes indi-
cate that items presented in 
larger fonts were rated with 
higher JOLs than items 
presented in smaller fonts. 
The sizes of the squares 
in the forest plot are pro-
portional to the weights of 
the experiments, which are 
calculated as the inverse 
sampling variances. RE 
Model = random-effects 
model
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Table 1  Summary of moderator analyses for the effects of font size on judgments of learning

Variable 95% CI

k g SE lower upper QBU QBM

Font size comparison 12.49** 7.46*
  Intermediate vs. Very small 28 .39*** .05 .29 .48
  Within intermediate range 75 .34*** .03 .28 .40
  Very large vs. Intermediate 11 .65*** .08 .49 .82

JOL type 5.29* 6.47*
  Immediate 108 .40*** .03 .35 .45
  Delayed 6 .18 .09 −.002 .36

Test format 21.53*** –
  Free recall 81 .41*** .03 .36 .47
  Recognition 7 .59*** .10 .40 .79
  Cued recall 24 .17** .05 .06 .28
  Other 2 .63** .22 .19 1.07

Stimuli type 42.94*** 26.96***
  Unrelated word list 85 .45*** .02 .40 .49
  Related word pair 3 .11 .10 −.09 .30
  Unrelated word pair 15 .14* .06 .03 .25
  Mixed word pair 3 .18 .11 −.04 .40
  Related sentence 3 .03 .18 −.31 .38
  Unrelated sentence 5 .16 .12 −.07 .40

Study time 42.25*** –
  .5 s 3 .78*** .15 .49 1.06
  2 s 17 .65*** .06 .53 .77
  3 s 13 .30*** .06 .19 .40
  4 s 16 .28*** .06 .17 .40
  5 s 45 .36*** .04 .29 .43
  8 s 4 .13 .09 −.06 .31
  Other 3 .15 .16 −.16 .46
  Self-paced 13 .37*** .06 .25 .49

Belief instruction 7.41* 7.30*
  Congruent 5 .46** .15 .16 .76
  Incongruent 6 .02 .14 −.24 .29
  Control 103 .39*** .03 .34 .44

Experimental design 4.90* 6.94**
  Between-subject 4 −.04 .19 −.41 .34
  Within-subject 110 .39*** .03 .34 .44

Experimental context 7.64** 2.59
  Laboratory 103 .40*** .02 .35 .45
  Online 11 .19** .07 .06 .33

Publication status 7.14** 1.79
  Published 105 .40*** .02 .35 .44
  Unpublished 9 .19** .07 .05 .33

Memory effect size 112 – – – – 11.81*** .22
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very small fonts (g = .39, p < .001) and for the comparison between two font sizes within 
the intermediate range (g = .34, p < .001), QBU = 12.49, p = .002. The difference between 
the latter two effect sizes was not reliable.

Meanwhile, the analysis for the moderator effect of JOL type showed that the effect of 
font size varied significantly for immediate versus delayed JOLs, QBU = 5.29, p = .022. Spe-
cifically, the effect size was significant for immediate JOLs (g = .40, p < .001), but it was 
reduced and only marginally significant for delayed JOLs (g = .18, p = .053).

The moderator analysis for test format showed that the effect size was larger for free 
recall (g = .41, p < .001) or recognition tests (g = .59, p < .001) than for cued recall tests 
(g = .17, p = .002), QBU = 21.53, p < .001. Here, it is important to remind ourselves that 
memory tests were not administered until after JOLs. Accordingly, it is more likely that 
the test format effects are due to differences in the effects of encoding individual words (in 
free recall and recognition experiments) versus encoding word pairs (in cued recall experi-
ments) during the study phase.

Indeed, we found that there was a significant moderator effect of stimulus type, 
QBU = 42.94, p < .001. The effect sizes were reliable for unrelated word lists (g = .45, 
p < .001) and for unrelated word pairs (g = .14, p = .011) but not for other types of materials 
(gs range from .03 to .18, ps > .102). The effect size was significantly larger for unrelated 
word lists than for all the remaining types of stimuli, whereas no significant difference was 
found among the remaining types of stimuli.

Next, we found a reliable moderator effect of study time. The effect sizes were signifi-
cantly larger when study times were shorter (.5 s and 2 s; gs = .78 and .65) than when they 
were longer (3  s, 4  s, 5  s, 8  s; gs = .30, .28, .36, and .13) or when they were self-paced 
(g = .37), QBU = 42.25, p < .001. Except for 8 s, the effect sizes were reliable for all of the 
other study times (ps < .001).

Belief instruction also proved to be a significant moderator of the font size effect on 
JOLs, QBU = 7.41, p = .025. The effect size was significant when participants were informed 
that larger words were more fluently processed or more memorable (g = .46, p = .002) and 
when they were not given any instruction about font size (g = .39, p < .001). These two 
effect sizes did not differ reliably. However, when participants were informed that larger 
words were less fluently processed or less memorable, the effect size was far smaller and 
unreliable (g = .02, p = .868), indicating that larger words no longer produce higher JOLs 
than smaller words.

In addition, there was a reliable moderator effect for experimental context, QBU = 4.90, 
p = .027. The effect size was significant when font size was manipulated within subjects 
(g = .39, p < .001) but not when it was manipulated between subjects (g = −.04, p = .845). 

Table 1  (continued)
Note. k = number of effect sizes; g = Hedges’s g; SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval; QBU = het-
erogeneity between subgroups in the univariate meta-regression, which indicates whether there was a sig-
nificant difference between the different levels of the categorical variable; QBM = heterogeneity between 
subgroups in the multivariate meta-regression; Very small = font sizes equal to or smaller than 17  pt.; 
Intermediate = font sizes between 17 pt. and 161 pt.; Very large = font sizes equal to or larger than 161 pt.; 
JOL = judgment of learning; Mixed word pair = a mixture of related and unrelated word pairs; Congru-
ent = participants were given instructions that are congruent with their general beliefs, such that larger 
words are more fluent or easier to remember or both; Incongruent = participants were given instructions 
that are incongruent with their general beliefs, such that larger words are less fluent or harder to remember 
or both; Control = no instructions about the effects of font size were given. Memory effect size = the sizes of 
the effects of font size on memory performance
* = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001
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Interestingly, the moderator effects of experimental design and of publication status were 
also reliable. The effect size was larger in laboratory settings (g = .40, p < .001) than in 
online settings (g = .19, p = .005), QBU = 7.64, p = .006, and it was also larger in published 
(g = .40, p < .001) than in unpublished papers (g = .19, p = .008), QBU = 7.14, p = .008.

Last, we ran an additional univariate meta-regression using the effect size of font size 
on memory as a continuous moderator.3 This was meant to examine the effects of font size 
on JOLs relative to memory. Two memory effect sizes from Mcdonough and Gallo (2012; 
Experiment 3) were removed from this analysis because their memory tests were not com-
parable to any other studies. The results showed that the moderator effect of memory effect 
size was significant, QBU = 11.81, p < .001. In the meta-regression model, the intercept is 
.34, p < .001, and the regression coefficient for the memory effect size is .50, p < .001. This 
suggests that the sizes of the JOL effects were reliably higher compared to the memory 
effect size, and the JOL effects increased as the memory effects increased.

Multivariate meta-regression

All potential moderators were found to have significant effects in the univariate meta-
regression. Therefore, we included all of them in the multivariate meta-regression. In addi-
tion, we included the memory effect size as a continuous moderator in the multivariate 
meta-regression, so as to examine the pure JOL effects of the moderators while control-
ling for memory effects.4 In a preliminary analysis, three variables, study time, stimulus 
type and test format, were identified as variables that caused multicollinearity among the 
moderators. All three variables had GVIFs >20 and produced substantial changes in model 
coefficients when removed. In addition, χ2 tests revealed that study time was correlated 
with five other moderators, whereas stimulus type and test format were mainly correlated 
with each other. The close relationship between stimulus type and test format is not sur-
prising inasmuch as word lists were always followed by free recall or recognition, whereas 
word pairs were always followed by cued recall. Consequently, we removed study time and 
test format from the multivariate model. We retained stimulus type instead of test format 
because participants were not necessarily informed of the test format when making JOLs, 
but they were always aware of the stimulus type.

We reported the between-group heterogeneity statistics (QBM) in the 7th column 
of Table  1, which is simply the multivariate counterpart of QBU. As can be seen there, 
the moderator effect of the font size comparison (QBM = 7.46, p = .024) remained reli-
able when controlling for the other variables, as did the effects of JOL type (QBM = 6.47, 
p = .011), stimulus type (QBM = 26.96, p < .001), belief instruction (QBM = 7.30, p = .026) 
and experimental design (QBM = 6.94, p = .008). However, the effects of experimental con-
text (QBM = 2.59, p = .107) and publication status (QBM = 1.79, p = .181) were no longer 
reliable, indicating that the univariate effects of online versus laboratory experiments and 
of published versus unpublished experiments could be accounted for by other moderator 
variables. Similarly, the moderator effect of memory effect size was no longer significant 
(QBM = .22, p = .642), suggesting that the JOL-memory relation was constrained by the 
other moderator variables. In other words, JOL effects of font size only vary as a function 
of memory effects within certain levels of those moderator variables.

3 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
4 The qualitative pattern in the multivariate meta-regression results remained the same with or without the 
continuous moderator of memory effect size.
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Publication bias analysis for JOLs

Funnel plots were generated for data from studies included in the meta-analysis for JOLs 
(Fig.  4). As can be seen in the left panel, the funnel plot appeared to be asymmetrical, 
which was confirmed by Egger’s test, z = 3.57, p < .001. However, when we examined the 
contour-enhanced funnel plot (Fig. 4, right panel), we saw that the studies were evenly dis-
tributed between the regions of statistical significance versus statistical insignificance. This 
indicates that experiments that are readily available were not more likely to produce signifi-
cant font size effects than experiments that are not readily available. Here, it is important 
to note that funnel plot asymmetry can result from factors other than publication bias, such 
as heterogeneity (Sterne et al., 2011). Considering that between-experiment heterogeneity 
was quite substantial, Q(113) = 393.38, p < .001, it is very likely that the asymmetry in the 
left panel of Fig. 4 was due to high heterogeneity rather than publication bias. As a follow 
up, we ran an additional fixed-effects meta-analysis for JOLs, a procedure that was recom-
mended by Sterne et al. (2011). There was still a robust font size effect, g = .29, SE = .01, 
95% CI = [.37, .41], p < .001, although the effect size was smaller than in the random-
effects model. Given that the fixed-effects model did not yield a different conclusion than 
the random-effects model, we focus on the random-effects model results in the remainder 
of the paper.
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Fig. 4  Standard funnel plot (left panel) and contour-enhanced funnel plot (right panel) for the meta-analysis 
of the font size effect on JOLs. In both funnel plots, the effect estimates (Hedges’s g) were plotted against 
standard errors from the same studies. In the contour-enhanced funnel plot, the white area corresponds to 
p > .10, the dark gray-shaded area corresponds to .05 < p < .10, the medium gray-shaded area corresponds to 
.01 < p < .05, and the area outside the funnel corresponds to p < .01
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Meta‑analysis of memory performance

Three effect sizes from Undorf et  al. (2018; Experiment 4), Double (2019; Experi-
ment 3, no-JOL condition), and Tatz and Peynircioğlu (2020; Experiment 4) were 
identified as influential outliers and were excluded from the meta-analysis of mem-
ory performance. As shown in Fig.  5, this meta-analysis indicated that memory for 
larger-font items was slightly better than for smaller-font items, g = .05, SE = .02, 
95% CI = [.02, .08], p < .001. The heterogeneity in the sample was quite low, 
Q(128) = 124.92, p = .561, prediction interval [.02, .08], suggesting that the effect 
sizes are relatively homogeneous among the studies. When the three influential out-
liers were not removed from the meta-analysis, the results were almost the same, 
g = .06, SE = .02, 95% CI = [.03, .10], p < .001.

Moderator analyses for memory performance

Univariate meta-regression

The univariate meta-regression results for memory performance are displayed in col-
umns 2–6 of Table 2. Similar to the results for JOLs, the effect of font size was moder-
ated by font size comparison, QBU = 14.24, p < .001. The effect size was largest when 
very large fonts were compared to intermediate fonts (g = .22, p < .001), and it was 
smaller but still reliable when the two font sizes being compared were both within the 
intermediate range (g = .06, p = .002). In contrast to the results for JOLs, the effect size 
for the comparison of intermediate versus very small fonts was minuscule and not reli-
able (g = −.002, p = .942).

JOL type was also a reliable moderator of the font size effect on memory, QBU = 12.92, 
p = .005. The effect sizes did not differ reliably between immediate-JOL (g = .08, p < .001) 
and delayed-JOL conditions (g = .06, p = .248), although only the former effect size was 
reliable. Interestingly, the font size effect was reversed (i.e., better memory for smaller 
words) when no JOLs were elicited (g = −.09, p = .034).

In addition, we found that the effect sizes varied significantly across the stimulus types 
(QBU = 12.70, p = .026). Specifically, the effect size was reliable when participants studied 
unrelated word lists (g = .07, p < .001), but not with any other stimulus type (gs range from 
−.07 to .10, ps > .060). This was broadly consistent with the earlier stimulus type results 
for JOLs.

Finally, there was a significant moderator effect for study time, QBU = 18.24, 
p = .011. The effect sizes were only reliable with relatively short study times (2 s and 
3  s; gs = .18 and .14, ps < .002), and the effect sizes for those study times were sig-
nificantly larger than when study time was self-paced (g = .02, p = .569). This is also 
congruent with the earlier results for JOLs, in which the effect sizes were largest with 
relatively short study times.

Multivariate meta-regression

We included all four moderators that survived the univariate meta-regression in the mul-
tivariate model. As before, study time had a GVIF >10, correlated with all the other vari-
ables in χ2 tests, and produced dramatic changes in the model coefficients when deleted. 
All the results pointed to the conclusion that study time was causing the multicollinearity 
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Fig. 5  Forest plot with 
effect sizes and 95% 
confidence intervals for 
the comparison between 
larger and smaller fonts 
in memory performance. 
Positive effect sizes 
indicate that items pre-
sented in larger fonts 
were memorized better 
than items presented in 
smaller fonts. The sizes 
of the squares in the for-
est plot are proportional 
to the weights of the 
experiments, which are 
calculated as the inverse 
sampling variances. RE 
Model = random-effects 
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Table 2  Summary of moderator analyses for the effects of font size on memory performance

Variable 95% CI

k g SE lower upper QBU QBM

Font size comparison 14.24*** 7.82*
  Intermediate vs. Very small 37 −.002 .03 −.05 .05
  Within intermediate range 81 .06** .02 .02 .10
  Very large vs. Intermediate 11 .22*** .05 .11 .32

JOL type 12.92** 10.54*
  Immediate 106 .08*** .02 .04 .11
  Delayed 6 .06 .05 −.04 .17
  Pre-study 1 .10 .26 −.41 .60
  None 16 −.09* .04 −.18 −.01

Test format 3.47 –
  Free recall 87 .07*** .02 .03 .11
  Recognition 15 .05 .04 −.03 .14
  Cued recall 27 −.01 .04 −.08 .07

Stimuli type 12.70* 13.49*
  Unrelated word list 95 .07*** .02 .04 .11
  Related word pair 5 .10 .06 −.02 .21
  Unrelated word pair 18 −.07 .04 −.15 .01
  Mixed word pair 3 .16 .08 −.01 .32
  Related sentence 3 .02 .15 −.28 .32
  Unrelated sentence 5 .02 .10 −.17 .22

Study time 18.24* –
  .5 s 8 .01 .05 −.09 .12
  2 s 18 .18*** .04 .09 .26
  3 s 12 .14** .04 .05 .23
  4 s 16 −.04 .05 −.13 .05
  5 s 50 .02 .03 −.03 .08
  8 s 5 .08 .05 −.01 .17
  Other 3 −.001 .13 −.25 .24
  Self-paced 17 .02 .04 −.06 .10

Belief instruction 4.74 –
  Congruent 5 .22 .12 −.02 .46
  Incongruent 6 −.13 .11 −.35 .08
  Control 118 .06*** .02 .02 .09

Experimental design 1.02 –
  Between-subject 4 −.11 .16 −.42 .21
  Within-subject 125 .06*** .02 .03 .09

Experimental context .005 –
  Laboratory 116 .05** .02 .02 .09
  Online 13 .05 .04 −.02 .12

Publication status 3.15 –
  Published 117 .07*** .02 .03 .10
  Unpublished 12 −.01 .04 −.09 .07
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problem, and thus, we removed this variable from the model. The multivariate meta-
regression results are displayed in the 7th column of Table 2. All of the three remaining 
variables, font size comparison (QBM = 7.82, p = .020), JOL type (QBM = 10.54, p = .015), 
and stimulus type (QBM = 13.49, p = .019), were reliable moderators of the font size effect 
on memory when the effects of other variables were controlled.

Publication bias analysis for memory performance

Visual inspection of the standard and contour-enhanced funnel plots for the meta-analysis 
of memory performance revealed no asymmetry (Fig. 6). The Egger’s test confirmed that 
there is no significant asymmetry in the funnel plot, z = −1.62, p = .106, indicating that the 
studies included in our studies should be representative of the literature on the font size 
effect. For readers’ interests, we still ran a fixed-effects meta-analysis for the font size effect 
on memory, and the results were identical to those of the random-effects analysis, g = .05, 
SE = .02, 95% CI = [.02, .08], p < .001.

Additional analyses

The moderator effects of font size comparison suggest that the JOL effects of font size were 
greatest in the very large versus intermediate comparison. Why? A plausible explanation is 
that the mean absolute font size difference was greater in this comparison than in the other 
two (e.g., the absolute font size difference in 250 pt. versus 18 pt. was larger than that in 48 pt. 
versus 18 pt. or in 70 pt. versus 9 pt.; see Fig. 1). Specifically, the mean absolute font size dif-
ference was 55.6 pt. for very small versus intermediate, 35.3 pt. within the intermediate range, 
and 259 pt. for very large versus intermediate. As the absolute font size difference was strongly 
correlated with the font size comparison, it is inappropriate to include it as an additional mod-
erator in multivariate meta-regressions. Therefore, we converted it to a categorical variable 
with three levels: small, medium, and large difference (see Supplementary Materials for more 
details). Then, we conducted two additional analyses: (a) a univariate meta-regression with 
absolute font size difference as the moderator; and (b) a mediation analysis to test whether 
absolute font size difference mediated the effect of font size comparison on the JOL effect 
sizes. Concerning (a), the moderator effect of absolute font size difference was significant, 
QBU = 21.83, p < .001. The effect of font size on JOLs was largest when the absolute font size 
difference was large (g = .64, p < .001), followed by when it was medium (g = .44, p < .001), 

Table 2  (continued)
Note. k = number of effect sizes; g = Hedges’s g; SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval; QBU = het-
erogeneity between subgroups in the univariate meta-regression, which indicates whether there was a sig-
nificant difference between the different levels of the categorical variable; QBM = heterogeneity between 
subgroups in the multivariate meta-regression; Very small = font sizes equal to or smaller than 17  pt.; 
Intermediate = font sizes between 17 pt. and 161 pt.; Very large = font sizes equal to or larger than 161 pt.; 
JOL = judgment of learning; Mixed word pair = a mixture of related and unrelated word pairs; Congru-
ent = participants were given instructions that are congruent with their general beliefs, such that larger 
words are more fluent or easier to remember or both; Incongruent = participants were given instructions that 
are incongruent with their general beliefs, such that larger words are less fluent or harder to remember or 
both; Control = no instructions about the effects of font size were given
* = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001
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and when it was small (g = .31, p < .001). The difference in effect sizes was significant in all 
pairwise comparisons. As for (b), we found that absolute font size difference fully mediated 
the effect of font size comparison: The standardized indirect effect via absolute font size dif-
ference was reliable, β = .10, p < .001, but the direct effect was not, β = .02, p = .624 (see Fig. 7 
Panel A). Together, these results indicated that the font size effect on JOLs increased as the 
absolute difference between font sizes increased, regardless of whether the larger fonts were 
processed more or less fluently than the smaller fonts.

Likewise, we also considered (a) whether absolute font size differences moderate the font 
size effect on memory, and (b) whether the effect of font size comparison on memory was 
mediated by absolute font size differences. Regarding (a), there was a significant modera-
tor effect of absolute font size difference on memory, QBU = 13.46, p = .001. The effect sizes 
were positive and significant with large absolute font size difference (g = .17, p < .001) and 
with small absolute font size difference (g = .06, p = .001), but the effect size was negative 
and insignificant with medium absolute font size difference (g = −.02, p = .473). The differ-
ence in effect size was significant in all pairwise comparisons. Second, we found that absolute 
font size difference only partially mediated the effects of font size comparison. The standard 
indirect effect via absolute font size difference was significant, β = .04, p = .152, and so was 
the direct effect, β = .05, p = .039 (see Fig. 7 Panel B). Thus, the memory effect of font size 
cannot be fully accounted for by the absolute size difference. Unlike JOL effects, the memory 
benefits of larger relative to smaller fonts did not increase monotonically with the absolute size 
discrepancy between the two fonts.
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Fig. 6  Standard funnel plot (left panel) and contour-enhanced funnel plot (right panel) for the meta-analysis 
for font size effect on memory performance. In both funnel plots, the effect estimates (Hedges’s g) were 
plotted against standard error from the same studies. In the contour-enhanced funnel plot, the white area 
corresponds to p > .10, the dark gray-shaded area corresponds to .05 < p < .10, the medium gray-shaded area 
corresponds to .01 < p < .05, and the area outside the funnel corresponds to p < .01
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Discussion

Our meta-analyses provide a detailed quantitative summary of the effects of font size on 
JOLs and on memory. When effect sizes were pooled over all studies, the meta-analysis 
for JOLs revealed a small-to-moderate font size effect, which firmly establishes that peo-
ple judge larger words as being easier to remember than smaller ones (g = .38). Another 
overriding outcome is that people’s tendency to judge that larger words are more memo-
rable than smaller ones is not an illusion—larger words are in fact easier to remem-
ber overall. The meta-analysis for memory performance revealed that there was a small 
but highly reliable memory benefit for larger words relative to smaller words (g = .05). 
Although this finding is at odds with the canonical findings that font size affects only 
JOLs but not memory, it is not unprecedented (e.g., Halamish, 2018; Luna et al., 2018; 
Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019). For instance, Luna et al. (2018) conducted a meta-analysis of 
a much smaller set of studies and reported that although none of the studies had yielded 
a reliable memory effect of font size, memory was slightly more accurate overall for 
larger words (g = .08). Luna et al. conjectured that there may simply be a font size cali-
bration difference between memory and JOLs such that JOLs are more sensitive to font 
size than memory is. Several of our results are consistent with that hypothesis, includ-
ing (a) the font size effects for both JOLs and memory were highly reliable; (b) the JOL 
effect increased as the memory effect increased; and (c) the JOL effect was consistently 
much larger than the memory effect.

Font size

comparison

Effect size for the font

size effect on JOLs

Absolute font size

difference

.77
**
*

.02 (.10 **)

.13***

Font size

comparison

Effect size for the font

size effect on memory

Absolute font size

difference

.71
**
*

.05* (.04 *)

.05**

A

B

Fig. 7  Panel A = Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between font size comparison and 
effect size for the font size effect on JOLs as mediated by absolute font size difference; Panel B = Standard-
ized regression coefficients for the relationship between font size comparison and effect size for the font 
size effect on memory performance as mediated by absolute font size difference. Indirect effects were indi-
cated in the parentheses. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001
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When it comes to explaining the font size effect, the moderator analyses supply criti-
cal results that generated considerable grist for the explanatory mill, as several variables 
were found to moderate font size effects on JOLs and on memory (see Tables 1 and 2). 
Below, we first consider the theoretical implications of the moderator results of font 
size comparison and belief instruction, which produced instructive findings about the 
contribution of fluency to the JOL and memory effects of font size and the contribution 
of belief to the JOL effects. Then, we outline some key boundary conditions for those 
effects, along with their theoretical implications, after which we note some broader 
implications and recommendations for future research.

The JOL effects of font size are not constrained by fluency, but the memory effects 
are

To recap, the font sizes that were administered in individual experiments were grouped 
into very small, intermediate, and very large using an external criterion: the fluent range of 
print size (Legge & Bigelow, 2011; Undorf & Zimdahl, 2019). Accordingly, font size com-
parisons across the studies were classified into three levels: intermediate versus very small, 
within the intermediate range, and very large versus intermediate (see Fig. 1). Remember 
that very small font sizes are below the fluent range, intermediate font sizes are within the 
fluent range, and very large font sizes are above the fluent range. Therefore, in the three 
font size comparisons, the larger font was processed with more, comparable, and less flu-
ency than the smaller font, respectively.

If the effects of font size on JOLs are primarily driven by fluency, which means that 
larger-font items receive higher JOLs because their surface forms are more fluently 
encoded, one prediction is that items printed in very large fonts should not receive higher 
JOLs than those printed in intermediate fonts, because they are processed less fluently than 
the latter. However, this prediction was not supported by the moderator results. When very 
large fonts were compared to intermediate fonts, the JOL effect of font size was not only 
robust but larger than the other two font size comparisons. This result was conceptually 
consistent with Undorf and Zimdahl’s (2019) findings that although the fluency hypothesis 
predicts an inverted-U relation between JOLs and the font size categories (a low ➔ high 
➔ low JOL trend for very small, intermediate and very large fonts), the actual relation 
was monotonic-increasing. Moreover, in our additional analyses, we demonstrated that the 
effects of font size comparison can be completely mediated by the absolute larger-smaller 
font size difference. The JOL effect sizes of font size increased monotonically as the abso-
lute larger-smaller font size difference increased, even when the larger font size was less 
fluent than the smaller one. Thus, there results suggest that higher fluency is not necessary 
for larger fonts to receive higher JOLs.

When it comes to the font size effect on memory, we saw that the memory effect was 
largest for the comparison between very large and intermediate fonts, followed by the com-
parison within the intermediate range, which aligned with the prior JOL results. We saw 
that the effect sizes were positive and significant in these two font size comparisons, sug-
gesting that larger fonts improved memory performance. This again supports the view that 
the font size effect is not a pure illusion, at least when font size comparison involves inter-
mediate to very large font sizes.

However, when it comes to the intermediate versus very small comparison, there 
was no longer a memory advantage for larger fonts, and hence, there was a JOL-mem-
ory dissociation. We should note that in the prior two font size comparisons, larger 
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fonts were processed with comparable or less fluency than smaller fonts, but in the 
current one, larger fonts (intermediate) were processed more fluently than smaller 
fonts (very small). Thus, it seems that although JOLs were always higher for larger 
fonts than smaller fonts, regardless of which ones involve more fluent encoding, the 
memory benefits of larger fonts are dependent on (dis)fluency in that they only occur 
when larger fonts are processed equally or less fluently than smaller fonts. This finding 
is in general agreement with the findings from perceptual disfluency research, which 
demonstrate that reducing the processing fluency of study materials (e.g., via blurring, 
hard-to-read fonts, backward masking) can sometimes enhance encoding and subse-
quent retrieval (Geller et  al., 2018; Magreehan et  al., 2016; Mulligan, 2000; Rosner 
et al., 2015). A possible explanation is that disfluency serves as a signal that the cur-
rent materials have not been mastered yet, and hence, participants are more likely to 
engage in deeper and more effortful processing (Diemand-Yauman et al., 2011).

In our additional analyses, we showed that the font size effects on memory were 
positive with large and small absolute font size differences, but it was negative with 
medium absolute font size differences. Notably, font size pairs with medium absolute 
difference were dominated by very small versus intermediate font size comparisons, 
where the larger fonts were processed more fluently. Meanwhile, we also showed that 
the effects of font size comparison cannot be fully accounted for by the absolute font 
size difference, suggesting that memory effect sizes, different from JOL effect sizes, 
did not increase monotonically with the absolute font size difference. Here, it seems 
that the key boundary condition is that when larger fonts are more fluently encoded 
than smaller font (i.e., intermediate versus very small), larger fonts no longer produced 
memory advantages.

In summary, although JOLs and memory accuracy both increased with font size 
when font size ranged from intermediate to very large, only JOLs did so when size 
ranged from very small to intermediate. Thus, JOLs and memory were only dissociated 
when very small and intermediate font sizes were compared, where the larger fonts 
were more fluently encoded than the smaller fonts. This suggests that fluency plays a 
key role in JOL-memory dissociation. That is, while the JOL effect of font size is not 
constrained by fluency, the memory effect seems to be closely tied to (dis)fluency.

The JOL effects of font size are constrained by belief

Whereas the results for the font size comparison moderator ran counter to the fluency 
hypothesis for the JOL effects of font size, the results for the belief instruction modera-
tor were consistent with the belief hypothesis. Here, we found that when participants 
were told that larger items are more memorable/more fluently processed or when they 
received no instructions, larger fonts provoked higher JOLs, and the effect sizes did not 
differ between conditions. However, when participants were told that larger font size 
impairs memory or reduces fluency, the font size effect on JOLs vanished. Therefore, 
fluency was not a constraining factor in the effects of font size on JOLs, but belief was. 
Together, our results support the belief hypothesis more than the fluency hypothesis.

However, this does not necessarily mean that the font size effect is solely driven by 
belief. First, it will be recalled that some belief instructions were fluency-based (e.g., 
that larger fonts are more fluently processed). Thus, the data do not rule out the pos-
sibility that fluency may moderate how font size affects memorability indirectly via 
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beliefs (see also Chen et al., 2019; Price & Harrison, 2017; Wang, Yang, et al., 2020b). 
Second, it has been argued that performance under belief instructions may not be rep-
resentative of normal encoding, in which participants follow their natural beliefs. In 
particular, participants’ performance could be subject to desirability bias if they per-
ceive the belief instructions to be experimenter expectations (Yang et al., 2021).

Boundary conditions for  font size effects on JOLs

Like Luna et al. (2018), we found that compared to immediate JOLs, delayed JOLs were 
much less sensitive to font size. The JOL effect of font size was large and significant in 
immediate JOLs but small and insignificant in delayed JOLs. This finding is reminis-
cent of the discovery that delayed JOLs track actual memory performance more closely 
than immediate JOLs do (Rhodes & Tauber, 2011). There are multiple possible reasons 
why the font size effect shrank and became unreliable in delayed JOLs. For instance, 
verbatim memories of items’ surface forms become rapidly inaccessible with delay, and 
font size is a prototypical surface detail. Thus, delayed JOLs may therefore be more 
reliant on other cues that are crucial for memory performance, such as semantic content 
(Brainerd et al., 2009). Alternatively, this could also be a belief effect, in which partici-
pants assume that surface features are less important to memory as time passes, owing 
to time-dependent reductions in their ability to retrieve such details (Luna et al., 2018).

Meanwhile, we found that the font size effect was only reliable with unrelated word 
lists and unrelated word pairs. Moreover, the effect size was much larger and more 
robust with unrelated word lists compared to unrelated word pairs. This is a novel find-
ing that has not been previously reported in the font size literature: It suggests that stim-
ulus complexity may restrict the font size effect. A possible explanation for this is that 
more cues and more strategies become available as the stimuli become more complex, 
which dilutes the effects of any single cue (font size in this case). Taking word pairs as 
an illustration, relative to a list of unrelated words, participants may base their JOLs 
on additional cues such as semantic, phonological, orthographical, or self-generated 
connections between cue and target words, and encoding strategies such as interactive 
imagery (Wilton, 2006) and verbal elaboration (Jensen & Rohwer, 1963) can be acti-
vated to generate those connections. Another possible explanation lies in the higher 
cognitive loads imposed by more complex stimuli. Obviously, encoding two words or a 
sentence consumes more cognitive resources than encoding a single word. In that con-
nection, Luna, Albuquerque, and Martín-Luengo (2019a) reported that the font size 
effect on JOLs was reduced when the length of sentences increased, and it was erased 
when sentence length was manipulated within subjects. Luna, Albuquerque, et al. rea-
soned that high cognitive load may limit participants’ abilities to process multiple cues 
concurrently or constrain their access to beliefs about the diagnosticity of cues.

In addition, the moderator effect of experimental design showed that JOLs were only 
affected by font size when they were manipulated within subjects. This result is broadly 
consistent with the cue-utilization account (Koriat, 1997), which specifies that JOLs 
depend on a comparative process in which target items are perceived to differ in cues 
that presumably affect their relative memorability. Obviously, as Susser et  al. (2013) 
discussed, differences in font size are salient when font size is manipulated within sub-
jects, but not when it is manipulated between subjects. The literature contains other 
examples of surface features for which between- versus within-subject manipulation is 
a boundary condition for JOL effects. For instance, Magreehan et al. (2016) found that 
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perceptual fluency (manipulated by size and background contrast) only affected JOLs 
reliably in within-subject designs.

Another novel outcome of the moderator analysis is that study time influences JOLs’ 
sensitivity to font size differences. In an earlier meta-analysis of fewer studies, Halam-
ish (2018) found that the effect sizes did not differ between .5 s and 5 s of study time. 
However, our results suggest that effect sizes are significantly larger with relatively 
short study times (.5  s and 2  s) than with relatively long ones (3  s, 4  s, 5  s, 8  s) or 
with self-paced study time. This pattern is consistent with the results that were recently 
reported by Zhao et al.’s (2020; Experiment 2), who found that JOLs’ sensitivity to font 
size decreased as study time increased from 2  s or 4  s to 8  s. Zhao et  al. argued that 
longer study times allow participants to focus on other cues that are more diagnostic 
of memory accuracy than font size is. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that another 
possibility is that participants may not make full use of additional study time but instead 
become inattentive or begin mind-wandering, which could harm short-term memory 
for font sizes and reduce the effects of font size on JOLs. Meanwhile, caution needs to 
be made that Zhao et al.’s encoding procedure required participants to pronounce each 
word aloud as it was presented, a method that was not used in most font size experi-
ments. Therefore, it waits to be replicated whether their study-time effect would hold for 
more traditional presentation methods.

It is worth mentioning that although the moderator effect of experiemental context was 
significant in the univariate meta-regression, we later found that this effect vanished when 
controlling for the other moderators in the multivariate meta-regression. The implication 
is that it is not the online format itself that altered the JOL effects, but rather, it was the 
specific characteristics of online studies (e.g., font size comparison, stimuli type etc.) that 
lowered the JOL effects.

To sum up, in addition to the aforementioned font size comparison and belief instruc-
tion, we have identified several other boundary conditions for the effect of font size on 
JOLs, including JOL type, stimulus type, and experimental design. Larger font sizes only 
reliably elevated JOLs when immediate JOLs rather than delayed JOLs were solicited, 
when unrelated word lists or unrelated word pairs were encoded, and when font size was 
manipulated within subjects. In addition, the magnitude of the font size effect on JOLs 
decreased with study time: It was stronger when study time was relatively short than when 
study time was relatively long or self-paced. Last, there was no evidence the additional 
noise introduced in online studies modified the JOL effects of font size.

Boundary conditions for  font size effects on memory

In the moderator analysis for JOL type, we observed an interesting reversal in which mem-
ory was better for larger fonts than smaller fonts when JOL tasks were administered imme-
diately after study, but the pattern was reversed when no JOL tasks were administered. 
Thus, it seems that whether or not JOLs are solicited is a key determinant of whether items 
encoded in larger or smaller fonts are easier to remember. These patterns agree with recent 
research on JOL reactivity, which refers to the tendency of JOLs to produce changes in 
subsequent memory performance relative to no-JOL control conditions (for reviews, see 
Double et al., 2018; Double & Birney, 2019). It is still unclear why JOL elicitation reverses 
the memory effects of font size, but there are some possibilities that are worth considering. 
First, it is possible that item-by-item JOLs cause participants to engage in additional meta-
cognitive processing about the memory-enhancing qualities of larger fonts, which were 
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not spontaneously processed in the absence of JOLs. Second, JOLs and very small fonts 
may both lead participants to engage in deeper processing for individual items, and hence, 
they may have overlapping effects on memory. Accordingly, the potential desirability of the 
very small font could be masked when JOLs are solicited.

Similar to JOLs, the memory effect of font size was influenced by stimulus type: Larger 
words were only remembered better when participants encoded lists of unrelated words. 
This was analogous to JOLs, inasmuch as the effect was larger for word lists than for word 
pairs or sentences. As we discussed, there are multiple possible explanations, such as the 
richness of available cues and strategies and the amounts of cognitive loads. Considering 
the similarity between the JOL data and the memory data, those same mechanisms may 
also account for the way that stimulus type moderates memory performance. Interestingly, 
in contrast with Luna et al. (2018), we found that the moderator effect of test format was 
not even marginally significant. Considering the dependence of test format on stimulus 
type, the prior evidence for the moderator effect of test format is very likely due to stimulus 
type.

The moderator effect of study time was another point of similarity between the JOL data 
and the memory data. Larger words were only remembered better when study times were 
relatively brief (2  s and 3  s). A plausible explanation is that processing is more heavily 
dependent on salient surface features, such as font size, when study times are insufficient 
for deeper forms of processing. According to that account, processing shifts away from sur-
face features toward semantic content as study time lengthens. An alternative explanation, 
however, is that participants just became less attentive when study time increased, which 
undermined the effects of font size on memory.

In summary, the boundary conditions for font size effects on memory mostly overlapped 
with those on JOLs: Larger fonts only improved memory when immediate JOLs were solicited, 
when unrelated items were encoded, and when study time was relatively brief. It will be recalled 
from the prior section that a fourth boundary condition for the memory effect of font size is font 
size comparison: Larger fonts only improved memory when very large and intermediate fonts 
were compared, and when two font sizes within the intermediate range were compared.

Implications and recommendations for future research

In closing, we highlight some crucial theoretical and empirical questions that need to 
be resolved in future font size studies and metacognition research in general. The first is 
concerned with the method of measuring processing fluency. We saw that there has been 
considerable variability in the measures that have been used to date, which have ranged 
from lexical decision time to self-paced study time to continuous identification time. Some 
authors have pointed out in this connection that the current fluency measures may be sen-
sitive to different types of fluency, when only perceptual fluency is of interest for the font 
size effect. For example, Yang et al. (2018, 2021) demonstrated that continuous identifica-
tion is more sensitive to the perceptual components of fluency than lexical decision. Thus, 
further research is required to establish the validity of these methods for measuring percep-
tual fluency. Further, due to the contradictory findings produced by these different fluency 
measures (e.g., Mueller et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018), as well as the scarcity of fluency 
data, we implemented an indirect test of the fluency hypothesis by linking font size com-
parison to the fluent range of print size. Still, we emphasize that it is crucial to secure a 
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valid and consensual fluency measure that allows for direct tests of the contribution of flu-
ency to JOLs (Undorf, 2019; Yang et al., 2021).

A second question that is in need of resolution is concerned with stimulus type mod-
erators. Regarding stimulus type, it will be remembered that prior font size experiments 
have used unrelated word lists, related and unrelated word pairs, and related and unrelated 
sentences as stimuli, and both the JOL and memory effects of font size varied significantly 
across the different stimuli types. One possible explanation is that the available cues/strate-
gies increase with stimulus complexity, which may limit people’s abilities to process mul-
tiple cues simultaneously. This has important implications for the cue integration approach 
(e.g., Peynircioğlu & Tatz, 2019; Undorf et  al., 2018), which posits that multiple cues 
can be integrated in making metacognitive judgments—namely, certain characteristics of 
increasing stimulus complexity, such as richer relational information, may divert people 
from incorporating surface cues such as font size into metacognitive judgments. Here, there 
is a missing type of stimulus that would provide incisive information—namely, related 
word lists. Studying the font size effect with related word lists would be very instructive, 
as the classic principle of item versus relational processing (e.g., Hunt, 2003) suggests that 
the influence of the properties of individual items (e.g., size, position, type face) trade off 
with the influence of relations among items (e.g., semantic concepts, emotional qualities). 
That is, the influence of item properties wane as relational properties become more numer-
ous, and conversely. Hence, it is possible that font size effects would be weaker for lists of 
related words than for lists of unrelated words.

Third, we found that the memory effect of font size changed dramatically as a conse-
quence of whether or not JOLs were solicited, which is consistent with the literature on 
JOL reactivity (for reviews, see Double et al., 2018; Double & Birney, 2019). The implica-
tion is that surface characteristics such as font size may not have unconditional effects on 
memory, but rather, their effects may depend on using such information to make JOLs. 
However, that hypothesis requires focused experimentation with designs that include no-
JOL control groups. To date, such designs have not been common practice in JOL research 
(Double et al., 2018). Thus, future research that focuses on memory or metamemory effects 
of perceptual features, such as perceptual disfluency, should consider including a no-JOL 
control group and compare performance on memory tests that are preceded versus not pre-
ceded by JOLs. It is also important to explore alternative metamemory measures that are 
less reactive, such as think-aloud verbal reports (Ericsson & Simon, 1980).

Finally, we observed that the JOL effects of font size were larger than the correspond-
ing memory effects, suggesting that the large font size of learning materials can produce 
overconfidence. Such findings have obvious educational implications, considering that 
key information is often presented in larger font in textbooks or lecture slides. Although 
this may indeed create memory benefits, it also leads to overconfidence in mastery of the 
materials. Consequently, students’ allocation of study time may be misguided by such over-
confidence. Therefore, the underlying mechanism of such overconfidence and methods to 
reduce it merit further investigation. Because only a small portion of the studies included 
in our meta-analyses reported indexes of metamemory accuracy (i.e., the correspond-
ence between JOLs and memory), such as resolution and calibration, we were not able to 
conduct any meaningful moderator analyses on that. Thus, we encourage researchers to 
include such analyses in future studies and isolate the factors that moderate the font size 
effect on metamemory accuracy.
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Conclusions

We found that JOLs and memory accuracy were both higher overall for larger-font items than 
for smaller-font ones, suggesting that the font size effect was not completely a metacognitive 
illusion. This demonstrates that participants’ JOLs were to some extent correct in predicting 
memory benefits for larger fonts. However, the effect sizes for font size were much smaller for 
memory than for JOLs, suggesting that JOLs are much more sensitive to changes in font size 
than memory is. At a more fine-grained level, we found that the JOL effect and memory effect 
were in broad alignment when the font size comparison involved very large versus intermedi-
ate fonts or two fonts from the intermediate range, but the two effects were dissociated when 
the font size comparison involved very small versus intermediate fonts. This is most likely 
because the memory effect was influenced by (dis)fluency whereas the JOL effect was not. 
Last, we found that both the JOL and memory effects of font size were moderated by font size 
comparison, JOL type, stimulus type, and study time, which provide theoretical and empirical 
implications for future research on the font size effect and on metamemory in general.
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